We consider the real sequences in I = [0, 1) and real functions on I. A computability notion with respect to the uniformity {U n }, where
Introduction
The standard notion of computability of a real number or of a sequence of real numbers as well as that of computability of a continuous or of a sequence of continuous functions is generally agreed. As for a continuous real function f defined on a compact interval, for example, f is called computable if the two conditions below are satisfied ( [6] ).
(i) (Sequential computability) Given a computable sequence {x m }, {f (x m )} is a computable sequence of real numbers. However, we also compute values and draw graphs of some discontinuous functions. So, we would like to attribute a certain kind of computability to some discontinuous functions. In that case, the conditions (i) and (ii) above have to be modified.
There are many theories of computation of discontinuous functions. We too have proposed some approaches to this problem. Among them, one is to express the value of a function at a jump point in terms of a "limiting recursive" modulus of convergence instead of a recursive one (Yasugi, Brattka, Washihara: [9] ). Another is to change the topology of the domain of a function (Tsujii, Mori, Yasugi:[8] ). In some cases, these two approaches are equivalent ( [10] ). As for a sequence of functions with varying jump points, we took up, as an example, the system of Rademacher functions {φ l } (Yasugi, Washihara: [13] ). In [13] , it was claimed that {φ l } admits a "weak computation" in the following sense: input a recursive information of a computable sequence of real numbers {x m }, a recursive sequence of rational numbers {s lmn } converging to {φ l (x m )} with a "limiting recursive" modulus of convergence can be produced. Such a property of a function (function sequence) will be called L * -sequentially computable. In [12] we presented an alternative way of expressing a notion of computability of the Rademacher function system by changing the topology of the real interval I = [0, 1), first by decomposing it into {[
, and then taking a kind of the limit with respect to ν. In this way, we obtain an "effective uniform space" as the limit of an "effective sequence of uniform spaces." The computability of a sequence from I with respect to this limit space is called "D-computatbility" (D representing "diagonal"). It is based on our theory of the effective uniform space (cf. [8] , [11] , [10] ). In [12] , it is shown that, input a D-computable sequence of real numbers, {x m }, the double sequence of values {φ l (x m )} is R-computable (computable in the Euclidean topology). Such a property of a function (function sequence) will be called "D-sequentially computable." We took up the Rademacher function system for the reason that it is the basis of Walsh analysis and fits our interest.
The two notions of sequential computability of a function (a function sequence) appear quite apart, but they can be related as in the case of [10] .
The aim of this article is to relate these two notions of sequentia computability, one with respect to the diagonal space and one with respect to limiting recursive functions. The domain of discourse is restricted to I. It is first shown that an R-computable sequence of real numbers is approximated by a recursive sequence of rational numbers with a limiting recursive modulus of convergence (Section 3: Theorem 3.3). We then show that, for an effectively D-uniformly continuous (educ) function, D-sequential computability and L * -sequential computability are equivalent (Section 4: Theorems 4.2 and 4.4).
As an application, we show that the Rademacher function system is educ and is L * -sequentially computable (Section 5: Theorem 5.3). There are other discontinuous functions (in the Euclidean topology) which are not educ but are effectively D-continuous in some sense. This in mind, as a way of remark, we describe "locally uniformly D-computable" functions and "D-computable" functions, and give some examples for respective ones.
In Section 2, we list some definitions and notations from preceding references for the reader's convenience.
We only list those references which have direct applications to the present work. We have consulted [3] for the uniform space and [7] for the Rademacher functions. As for some notions of computable functions on I, we have also consulted [4] and [5] . Although our subject is closely related to the Fine metric space (cf. [1] , [4] , [5] ), we will leave investigations into their effective relationship to a later work.
Preliminaries
For details of basic definitions below, see [6] and [7] . A sequence of rational numbers {r n } is called recursive if there is a recursive way to compute r n for each n. A real number x is called computable with respect to the Euclidean topology (R-computable) if it is approximated by a recursive sequence of rational numbers {r m } with a recursive modulus of convergence α. We will express such a circumstance as x r m , α(p) , or for short x r m , α . These definitions can be extended to a computable sequence of real numbers.
We will henceforth confine the domain of discourse to I = [0, 1). Rademacher functions are step functions from I = [0, 1) to {−1, 1}. The lth Rademacher function φ l : I → R is defined as follows.
. {φ l } will be called the Rademacher function system. Instead of elaborating the general theory of an effective sequence of uniform spaces and its limit space (the diagonal space) as developed in [8] and [12] , we will review just what is needed here. 
. {U ν n } forms an "effective sequence of uniformities" on I (Definition 51 in [12] ).
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The sequence {U n n } will be called the diagonal sequence of {U ν n }, and will be denoted by {U n } (Definition 71 in [12] ). The sequence {U n } forms an "effective uniformity" which is topologically effectively equivalent to the "effective limit" {U ν k } νk (Proposition 71 in [12] ). Notice that when y ∈ U n (x), U n (x) = U n (y). A sequence of real numbers {x m } ⊂ I is D-computable (D denoting "diagonally") (Definition 73 in [12] ) if there is a recursive sequence {q mp } ⊂ I of rational numbers which converges to {x m } effectively with respect to {U n } in a manner that, for a recursive γ and for l ≥ γ(m, p), q ml ∈ U p (x m ). We will write this property as x m D q ml , γ . The definition can be extended to multiple sequences.
The family of D-computable sequences of real numbers forms a "computability structure" for I, {U n } (Proposition 72 in [12] ). In [12] , it is shown that a D-computable sequence of real numbers is R-computable but not conversely, while, for a single real number, two notions of computability coincide.
Let r, s ≥ 0 be integers and let g and φ 1 , · · · , φ r be recursive functions, where g :
The partial function h defined as follows will be called limiting recursive (cf. Gold: [2] ):
whereφ(n) is a code for the finite sequence
Subsequently when we mention a sequence (of numbers or functions), it may be a multiple sequence. For example, a recursive sequence of rational numbers may mean a single sequence {r j } j or a multiple sequence {r j } j (j = j 1 j 2 · · · j n ), as the case may be.
R-computability and D-computability
For a later use, we first prepare the following lemma. 
then we say that {x m } is weakly D-computable with respect to {z mp } and ν.
5
The first theorem claims "weak D-computability" of an R-computable sequence. 
Theorem 3.3 (From R-computability to weak D-computability)
We have at our disposal the following five facts.
We delay the proofs of Facts 1∼Fact 5, and complete the proof of the theorem using these Facts.
Define l(m, n) and ν(m, n) successively as follows.
By Facts 2 and 3, lim q→∞ l(m, q, n) exists, and the value is either 1 or 0. So, by definition, l(m, n) is limiting recursive.
By Facts 2 and 3 and the definition of l(m, q, n), ν is recursive in l(m, n), hence is limiting recursive. Let us remark that from the comment above, ν(m, n) ≥ n + 1 in either case.
Note
This tells us that
This completes the proof of the theorem. Now the proofs of five facts above.
From (2) and
From this and (3), it holds
from which follows (1). Fact 2: There exists an integer k mn such that
It then follows that there is a positive integer q 0 satisfying
With these k mn and q 0 , we will show that, for any q ≥ q 0 ,
If (6) holds, then k(m, q, n) = k mn and l(m, q, n) = 2 for any q ≥ q 0 , proving Fact 2.
For the proof of (6), we have for any
and, by (5), 
This and (7) yield (6). Fact 3: Suppose l(m, q, n) = 1, and put k ≡ k(m, q, n). Then,
2 n for an integer k. For all sufficiently large q, we have that 
Sequential computability of a function
We will define two notions of sequential computability of a real function on I, one with respect to the Euclidean topology and one with respect to {U n }, and then relate them. Note L * -sequential computability is stated slightly differently from the corresponding notion in [10] .
We will show that the two notions of sequential computability in Definition 4.1 coincide for functions satisfying a certain effective continuity. The Remark below will be useful. 
Remark

Theorem 4.2 (From
Proof Suppose f is L * -sequentially computable and let {x m } ⊂ I be Dcomputable. Then it is R-computable. By definition, there are a recursive sequence of rational numbers t mq and a function δ which is recursive in ν satisfying f (x m ) t mq , δ(m, p) . By virtue of the Remark above, ν can in fact be recursive for this {x m }, hence δ can be recursive, and so {f (x m )} is R-computable. 2
We will next consider the family of functions which are "effectively uniformly continuous" with respect to {U n }. A function in this family is generally not continuous but is piecewise continuous in the Euclidean topology. 
Proof Suppose f is D-sequentially computable, and suppose {x m } is Rcomputable. Then by Theorem 3.3 there is a recursive sequence of rational numbers {z mp } and a limiting recursive function ν such that {x m } is weakly D-computable, that is,
Since {z mq } is a recursive sequence of rational numbers, it is D-computable (Lemma 3.1). So, by the assumption that f is D-sequentially computable, {f (z mq )} is R-computable. Namely, there are a recursive sequence of rational numbers {s mqt } and a recursive β(m, q, n) such that f (z mq ) s mql , β , namely, δ is limiting recursive (recursive in ν).
is approximated by recursive {t mq } with a modulus of convergence δ which is recursive in ν.
2
By virtue of Theorems 4.2 and 4.4, it will be reasonable to define the uniform D-computability of a function as follows.
Definition 4.5 (D-uniformly computable function ) A function f : I → R is called D-uniformly computable if it is D-sequentially computable and educ.
The first condition can be replaced by L * -sequential computability at the presence of the second condition.
Note A function which is effectively D-uniformly continuous (Definition 4.3) and is D-sequentially computable is uniformly computable in the sense of Definition 4.5 of [8] . In [8] , we presented a weaker notion of computabillity in the effective uniform space.
For a single function, Theorem 4.4 may not be so striking because of the assumption educ, which is a rather strong property. With a sequence of functions, however, it exhibits more power, since then we can deal with a case where the jump points vary according to the functions in the sequence. We will present an example of such in the next section.
L * -sequential computability of the Rademacher function system
We can easily extend the definitions and propositions in the previous section to a sequence (or multiple sequence) of functions. Below we state the extended definitions and propositions corresponding to 2) {f i } is called L * -sequentially computable if, for any R-computable {x m }, there are a recursive sequence of rational numbers {t imq } and a function δ which is recursive in ν satisfying
where ν is a limiting recursive function claimed in Theorem 3.3.
3) {f i } is called educ if there is a recursive function γ 0 satisfying 
Now we will deal with a specific system of the Rademacher functions {φ i } (cf. Section 2). For any recursive sequence of rationals {q mn } ⊂ I, the se-quence of values {φ i (q mn )} is a recursive (triple) sequence of rational numbers (integers). Furthermore {φ i } is educ and is D-sequentially computable. (These properties are essentially included in Theorem 2 of [12] .) Then 1) of Proposition 5.2 implies that it is L * -sequentially computable. We thus have the following characterization of {φ i }. An example of a D-computable function which is not locally uniformly D-continuous has been constructed by Brattka in Theorem 12 of [1] .
A theorem corresponding to Theorem 4.4 for effectively D-continuous functions can be proved with more elaboration, the details of which will appear elsewhere.
Note In [8] , notions of "computability" and "uniform computability" have been defined for the effectively uniform space. D-computability satisfies the condition of "computability" in [8] , and D-uniform computability satisfies the condition of "uniform computability" in [8] . Locally uniform D-computability
